Newsletter Spring 2016
April and May

There was great changes about hide area ownership, previously the hide area was on rent for the
company, but in January 2016 Wild Brown Bear bought the hide area and nearby forest. At the
same time Wild Brown bear made the area a private conservation area to protect bears and other
animals of the forest and therefore any hunting is prohibited in nearby areas.
The first bear of year 2016 came to the hide area in the
beginning of April.
Bear activity in April was good, there were only a few
nights when snow was too soft for bears in the evening
and for that reason they came at the night.
In the beginning of April plenty of snow was present
as usual. But this year spring came a bit earlier and in
mid-April the snow melted at a faster rate meaning all
snow was gone until the end of April.
Bernhard Roemmelt

During the winter for the 2016 season, pruning was
undertaken in the forest and a lot of trees were cut to
allow more light for photography in the forest.
Work in hide area will be continued, for
example a new footpath and boardwalks are under
construction.
Wild Brown Bear has worked all winter on a new
and exciting bear photography book called ”Photographing Wild Brown Bear in Finland”. It will be published during the summer and we will let you know
the publishing day at a later date.

Kyle Moore

For bookings please contact - ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008

WILD BROWN BEAR Centre
More info - www.wbb.fi
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Several different bears visited during May. In early
May bears visited variably, there were a few nights
when bears visited only part of the area or came during the twilight. For most parts of the month bears
visited more regularly.
The probability of bear visits in May was 80-90
%. Photographing a bear in good light increased when
staying for 2-3 nights.
In early May birches started to grow leaves as the weather was quite warm and summerlike. In the later part
of the month the ground turned green.
At this time of year grass is low, so there were
some great opportunities to make bear reflection photos.
- 23.4 Wolf
- Wolverine have visited the area 2-5 times in a week
- Mother with cubs visited in last week in May, especially around hides 17-22
- Red fox visited weekly

Helmut Hochwartner

In June:
Cotton grass season
Midsummer and nightless night
Rutting season until the mid June

Chitraprasanna Anbalagan

For bookings please contact - ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008

WILD BROWN BEAR Centre
More info - www.wbb.fi
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Finnish ”nightless nights” offered light throughout the nights during the midsummer, and
the landscape through the month was rich with lush vegetation and good light. Bears and
wolverine visited all around regularly and there were some unusual visitors. Summer progressed early, just like spring.
Summer started in June, lush and green as usual,
although it was a bit early this year. In early June there
were still cool nights but by mid-may also night temperatures increased.
Because in June there were cool and clear
nights, it provided great opportunities for mist and
silhouette photos.
This year June weather was great and mostly
dry. By day there were some rainy days, but evenings
were sunny. There were some great opportunities to
have photos with bears in rainbow scenery.
What was unusual this year was that the cotton
grass season peak took place in the first half of June.
The amount of bears increased from May until
mid-June when there were several different bears. 		
Often they arrived between 6 and 7 pm. At times there have been several bears in the early evening
and during the daylight for photography. Bears have
visited also during the small hours and in the mornings.

In July:
Summer continues with rich light and various
opportunities to use it, such as backlight and
colourful skies. On cooler nights in particular,
towards the end of July, a layer of mist over the
water may form.

-In first half of June a mother bear with two cubs was
seen on many nights.
-Also, wolverine have visted on many nights, especially in front of hides 21 and 22.
-A wolf was also seen on the 29th of June from hides
17-20.
-Red fox visited weekly
-In June a moose was seen near the hide from hide 22.

For bookings please contact - ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008

WILD BROWN BEAR Centre
More info - www.wbb.fi
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July was green and colours were bright. All hides provided successful encounters, but in particular the forest hides were popular and offered many great photographic moments and opportunities. Brand new boardwalks and path were made in July providing better way to the forest hides
7 and 14-20 as well as to hides 21 and 22.
In July bear activity increased after the rutting season.
In the first half of the month 3-8 bears visited around
the hide area during the night. In July on average 1-5
different bears visited each night and at least one bear
visited every night.

Short rains and lightning storms were common in July,
but they often subsided before late evening exposing
the low summer sun. Because evenings were primarily
sunny, the conditions for photographing bears with
backlight were favourable.
Especially after the middle of the month, the
sky during sunset and night time shimmered in summer night colours of red, yellow and blue. And cool
evenings mist rose over the ponds and created soft
background.

For bookings please contact - ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008

WILD BROWN BEAR Centre
More info - www.wbb.fi
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The forest hides 7, 14, 15 and 16 provided some excellent close encounters with large male bears. Wolverine
were seen at least 5-6 days a week from hides 7 and
14, providing some incredible close up photographic
opportunities. The visits of both bears and wolverine
enabled photographers to use remote camera setups
in the forest, to capture wide angle images of these
exclusive subjects.

Magnus Fredriksson

During the month 1-2 wolverine visited almost every
night for 6-7 nights in a week, sometimes seen in the
early hours of the morning. A wolverine was also seen
with a cub.
A fox visited a few times in July, approximately
once a week.

In week 32 we will publish Wild Brown Bear´s brand
new book, “Photographing Wild Brown Bear in
Finland”. In August we are also releasing an official
Wild Brown Bear Facebook page which will soon be
accessible to view on Facebook. See the following link:
facebook.com/wildbrownbear

In August:
Mist
Silhouette
First signs of autumn

For bookings please contact - ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008

WILD BROWN BEAR Centre
More info - www.wbb.fi
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Wild Brown Bear Centre
Kuhmo

August

Finland

The August landscape and vegetation is no longer summery and lush anymore, and it isn’t quiet
autumn yet at this stage in August. The deep summer green surroundings now have yellow patches and tints during August and autumn is just around the corner.

At the beginning of August there were many days when
bears could be photographed in the rain, the sky was
cloudy on many evenings. Many days this month were
drizzly and light rain was common, softening the landscape and giving it a hazy appearance.
The August nights were quite warm. At the end
of August nights began to cool down, and in September
we expect the cool nights and mist formation to become more common.
Some evenings provided excellent photographic opportunities when the sunlight illuminated the foreground
and dramatic dark blue clouds added great contrast in
the background.
On 18th of August there was a full moon. And
on 23rd night the Northern Lights glowed in the sky.

Hide A
Lauri Luhtaniemi

Hide A
Lauri Luhtaniemi

During the month here have been at least 10 different
bears, with 3-8 different individuals visiting per night.
Bears usually arrived in good light and early in the
daylight. Bears also visited in the mornings between 5
and 7 am.
A Mother bear with 2 new-born cubs visited in
the first half of the month once or twice a week on average, this increased to almost every night in the last half
of August.
3 different wolverines in total visited the hide
area and wolverine were seen between 2-5 times a week
in August.
One red fox was seen at least once every week.

Wild Brown Bear Centre
wbb.fi
For bookings please contact - sales@wbb.fi or ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008

Wild Brown Bear Centre
Kuhmo

Finland
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During the middle of the month the bears yearly circulation began to occur in autumn. They spent a greater
amount of time searching for food in local area. There
has often been more than one bear at the same time,
and during September this is likely to increase, with
more than one bear being present at the same time.
When more bears are present it is possible to see and
photograph bears fighting, also hearing when they
communicate, uttering noises more feistily and loudly.
In the last half of August bears appeared early,
sometimes they had already arrived before 5pm, so the
hide timetable was often made earlier when it was possible. In September the timetable will be earlier as it is
every year: The departure to the hides will be at 4pm.
In September:
Cubs
Autumn colours
Mist
Silhouette
Reclection

Hide 22
Magnus Fredriksson

September timetable:
4pm Info. After information, walk to the hides. If
you are coming to Wild Brown Bear for bears, please
prepare to be here in good time, as the departure time
to the hides can sometimes be made even earlier than
4pm if bear activity is happening earlier.
8am Return from the hides.

Hide 22
Magnus Fredriksson

Wild Brown Bear Centre
wbb.fi
For bookings please contact - sales@wbb.fi or ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008
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September 2016 was one of the best. This year in September here at Wild Brown Bear there was
6-7 individual bears visiting everyday through the month. A litter visited daily and often we had
more than one adult bear at the same time, and they remained in the area for long periods. As
we mentioned in the previous newsletter, going to the hides started at 4pm, but when it was possible we made this earlier at 3 o’clock because the bears were active.

30.9.2016 4:38pm
Johan van der Wielen

12.9.2016 2:52pm
Lauri Luhtaniemi

From the beginning of September bears moved all
around the area in good light, arriving between 4pm
and 6pm.
It seemed they really liked to spend time in
the area, with them walking around the area multiple
times throughout the evening.
By the end of the month the first Bears were
arriving by 3:30pm - 5pm.

30.9.2016 4:40pm
Johan van der Wielen

Wild Brown Bear Centre
wbb.fi
For bookings please contact - sales@wbb.fi or ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008

30.9.2016 4:52pm
Johan van der Wielen
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Bears were very active and usually there was only 5-30
minutes between the bears when one bear went out of
sight and another bear arrived. And often not until the
dark they left the area.

22.9.2016 6:00pm
Lauri Luhtaniemi

The last part of the month resulted in more encounters
with several Bears at the same time, when almost
every day there was possibilities to see multiple bears
at the same time. Many times there was a litter and
two male bears present. Also visible together has been
3 large males.

24.9.2016 6:19pm
Lauri Luhtaniemi

Wild Brown Bear Centre
wbb.fi
For bookings please contact - sales@wbb.fi or ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008
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HIDES
Bears moved all around area, but time of arrival and
number of bears varied depending the hide. The first 3
weeks every hides worked very well, the last week the
best hides were A, 1-6 and 11-13. At the closest bears
were 2-10 meters’ distance from the hide.

23.9.2016 3:52pm
Lauri Luhtaniemi

AUTUMN COLOURS, NORTHERN LIGHTS AND
FULL MOON
Many nights the Northern Lights were visible from the
hides.
It was also possible to photograph a litter and other
bears with Full Moon on 16th September. Next year
(2017) the Full Moon is on 6th September.
In the mid-month autumn colours were at their best.
During second last week of September and forward
that autumn colours on ground was at its best.

22.9.2016 5:13pm
Lauri Luhtaniemi

Wild Brown Bear Centre
wbb.fi
For bookings please contact - sales@wbb.fi or ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008

13.9.2016 6:26pm
Lauri Luhtaniemi
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WOLVERINE
In addition of many bears, Wolverine have also visited
every day for over 3 weeks. Wolverine have especially
been early among the hide area - arriving between
3pm and 4pm. They have also visited later in the
afternoons and evenings, and also within the mornings when they would often be seen climbing on trees.
It was also possible to photograph Wolverine during
daytime at times.

15.9.2016 6:09am
Tom McDonnell

Fox visited 2-3 times per week in the first half of
month, but in the last half it visited every day.
Also White-tail Eagle had a short visit on the
13th day.

15.9.2016 6:09am
Tom McDonnell

A massive thanks to everyone for season 2016. Next
year we will continue to offer the natural surroundings
for photography and truly amazing wild experiences
with Bears and Wolverines. We will open for Bear
season again on 1st April 2017.

15.9.2016 6:10am
Tom McDonnell

Coming during the winter:
Newsletter of wolverine and wolf photography in
spring 2017

Wild Brown Bear Centre
wbb.fi
For bookings please contact - sales@wbb.fi or ari.saaski@wbb.fi
Phone +358 40 5469008

